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Synopsis
The green bonds market has grown rapidly over the past decade, especially following the introduction of
the Green Bond Principles (GBP). Nevertheless, the green bond market is still small compared to the
conventional bond market. While the lack of universally accepted standards and regulations for green
bonds has constrained the market expansion, sizable extra demand has been created by ethic investors
with green mandate. This leads to a different pricing mechanism of green bonds. This paper explores
factors that contribute to green bond pricing. After matching green bonds with their closely related
conventional bonds, this paper finds that after controlling for illiquidity in the green bond market, larger
issue size and financial sector issuers tend to enjoy lower green bond premium compared to conventional
bonds. The existence of ethical investors forms extra demands for green bonds which foster the yield
discounts of green bonds and may further development of the green bond market. The findings of this
paper help identify possible solutions to further develop green bond market.
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